HEART HOTELS

FM9 – Dm9
FM9 – CM9 – CM9/G
WELL THERE’S TOO MANY WINDOWS IN THIS OLD HOTEL
FM9 – Dm9
FM9 – CM9 – CM9/G
AND ROOMS FILLED WITH RECKLESS PRIDE
FM9 – Dm9
FM9 – CM9 – CM9/G
AND THE WALLS HAVE GROWN STURDY, AND THE HALLS HAVE WORN WELL
D9/F# FM7 D9/F# FM7
BUT THERE IS NOBODY LIVING INSIDE; NOBODY LIVING INSIDE
FM9 – Dm9
FM9 – CM7 – CM7/G
GONNA PULL IN THE SHUTTERS ON THIS HEART OF MINE
FM9 – Dm9
FM9 – CM9 – CM9/G
ROLL UP THE CARPETS AND PULL IN THE BLINDS
FM9 – Dm9
FM9 – CM9 – CM9/G
AND RETREAT TO THE CHAMBERS THAT I LEFT BEHIND
D9/F# FM7
IN HOPES THERE STILL MAY BE LOVE LEFT TO FIND
D9/F# FM7 C, D/C, CM7, D/C, C, D/C, DM7, D/C, D/C
STILL MAY BE LOVE LEFT TO FIND
FM9 – Dm9
FM9 – CM9 – DM9/G
SEEK INSPIRATION IN DAILY AFFAIRS
FM9 – Dm9
FM9 – CM7 – CM7/G
NOW YOUR SOUL IS IN TROUBLE AND REQUIRES REPAIRS
FM9 – Dm9
FM9 – CM9 – CM9/G
AND THE VOICES YOU HEAR AT THE TOP OF THE STAIRS
D9/F# FM7
ARE ONLY ECHOES OF UNANSWERED PRAYERS
D9/F# FM7 C, D/C, CM7, D/C, C, D/C, CM7, D/C, D/C
ECHOES OF UNANSWERED PRAYERS
D9/F#, FM7, D9/F#, FM7
FM9 – Dm9
FM9 – CM9 – CM9/G
WELL THERE’S TOO MANY WINDOWS IN THIS OLD HOTEL
FM9 – Dm9
FM9 – CM7 – CM7/G
AND ROOMS FILLED WITH RECKLESS PRIDE
FM9 – Dm9
FM9 – CM9 – CM9/G
AND THE WALLS HAVE GROWN STURDY AND THE HALLS HAVE WORN WELL
D9/F# FM7 D9/F# FM7
BUT THERE IS NOBODY LIVING INSIDE; NOBODY LIVING INSIDE